The process of manually requesting, printing and delivering accident reports can require a lot of time, money and resources. At the end of the day, there’s often no value added to the law enforcement agency, since agency fees collected merely support the labor-intensive, paper-driven workflow.

That’s what makes LexisNexis® Police Reports different. It helps eliminate inefficiencies and resource burdens associated with a paper-based report ordering process by offering a streamlined, Web-based solution that’s available to authorized parties 24/7. In addition, it also supports investigative efforts, with instant access to comprehensive insights about individuals and vehicles.

With LexisNexis Police Reports, you get streamlined online report ordering and access to deeper investigative insights in a single solution that’s provided at no cost to law enforcement agencies.
Easier report ordering.
For everyone.

It begins at the crash scene, where officers provide involved parties with an “exchange of information” card, informing them of where and how to obtain a copy of their report online, using the web-based solution. From that point on, everything is handled online, including payment, report delivery and process tracking.

LexisNexis Police Reports helps agencies:
• Improve report distribution, accessibility and administrative efficiency by distributing reports 24/7 online to authorized parties
• Enhance public service by offering a fast, easy and convenient alternative to traveling to the agency to retrieve crash reports, where citizens may incur parking fees
• Preserve and reallocate administrative resources such as manpower and supplies that are normally required to handle requests and print reports
• Easily track and monitor report requests and sales, including who bought reports when, how many reports sold, agency fees generated, payment history and more
• Strengthen compliance with federal, state and local laws regarding the distribution of crash reports

Over 170 million pieces of data.
For investigators.

With LexisNexis Police Reports, agencies also gain free access to comprehensive investigative insights through People Search on LexisNexis® Command Center (Command Center), a robust dashboard that offers centralized access to multiple LexisNexis Coplogic solutions.

Just one search on Command Center provides access to an unparalleled accident report database of 173 million pieces of data, including 91 million person and 82 million accident records, more than 35,000 accidents reports, and 62,000 VINs added daily. Our robust database enables investigators to dig deep into the data and receive fresh insights to help inform and accelerate their efforts.

• Instantly search millions of crash reports submitted by more than 4,500 agencies around the country
• Get free access to AutoCheck® for law enforcement which provides vehicle history reports powered by Experian™ Automotive
• Access reliable police report data that's backed by the information management strength of LexisNexis, a trusted custodian of data for more than 40 years

Did you know the agency fees you generate from report sales can be used to help offset the cost of additional solutions?

Learn more today by calling 877.719.8806 or emailing solutionsinquiry@lexisnexisrisk.com

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions

At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta USA, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group, a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. For more information, please visit www.lexisnexis.com/risk.